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Yingchuan Yus family and literature in HanWei and the Six Dynasties 
 II
Abstract 
Yingchuan Yus was a meritorious family in the HanWei and the Six Dynasties，
firmly established as basia of politics with powerful family in the East Jin period. At 
the same time, it was one of the four literary families in that period. Yingchuan Yus 
have so many literateur in the East Jin period, but its status of family and literary 
accomplishment declined rapidly in South Dynasty. The condition that contrasted 
clearly with the Langya Wangs and Chenjun Xies. The academe had penetrated into 
the literary writing of Langya Wangs and Chenjun Xies. But less investigation was 
paid for the literary writing of Yingchuan Yus. In view of the basic historical data, this 
paper elaborates and remarks the ideas, personality and works, looking forward to 
excogitate the evolvement with family education which influenced the literary writing 
of Yingchuan Yus in the numerous and complicated political situation and ocial trend 
of thought. The whole structure and contents are as following: 
The introduction makes a description of Yingchuan Yus phylogeny and why the 
paper researches Yingchuan Yus literary writing,the value and the train of the thought. 
Chapter one probes into the relation of Yingchuan Yus and Xinye Yus, looking 
for the cause of Yingchuan Yus blossomed in Wei and Jin Dynasty and the 
contribution of the forefather Yu Cheng and Yu Yi. 
Chapter two focuses on the old and well-known literature family of Yus In the 
ocial trend of thought in West Jin period, analyzes the evolvement with family 
education of Confucianism and emphasizes the ideas and works of Yu Ai. 
Chapter three expounds the status of Yus family and literary writing ,probes into 
the ideas, works and literature group of Yu Liang who was the whole show of Yus 
family. 
Chapter four gives all-around judge of Yu Bing and Yu Yi about literary writing, 
speaks volumes for the literary writing accomplishment of Yu Chan and the behave of 
Yu You and Yu Yun in the LanTing convocation. 
Chapter five summarize the status of Yus family and literary writing 
accomplishment in South Dynasty. 
The part of the conclusion sums up the main views of the whole text.    
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